AUGUST 28, 2019

THE BELL RINGER
GAVEL-TO-GAVEL MEETING UPDATES

SNAPSHOTS OF SUCCESS:
HANNAH BAER
Board members recognized Hamilton
Southeastern High School Senior, Hannah
Baer. Hannah was awarded the Girl Scout
Gold Award, the highest award open to
high school Girl Scouts. For her Gold Award
Project, Hannah researched, recruited a
team of volunteers and built an outdoor
learning space for children in HSE
Preschool of the Natural Sciences at
Brooks School Elementary. The project
took well over 90+ hours of work. The
learning space includes two raised garden
beds, mud kitchen, sensory pathway,
balance beam, gravel and sand pits,
wooden roads, tree stump tables with
chalkboard tops and tree stump seats,
music maker, and ball tubes. Each area
can be used for educational activities as
well as free play. Hannah plans to attend
college and double major in education and
psychology.

2019-2020 BOARD GOALS
Assistant Superintendent Jan Combs
discussed the latest version of the board
goals. The board requested to adjust the
language of the goals to better explain the
purpose. In addition, board members will
add a fourth personal goal. Goals will
continue to be discussed at the next board
meeting.

DURBIN ELEMENTARY UPDATE
Assistant Superintendent Jan Combs
discussed the Durbin Elementary build
project. CFO Mike Reuter met with
developers to identify possible land for the
location of the new school building. Reuter
confirmed the corporation does not plan to
invest money in the current location.
Repair and maintenance dollars will be
used at the existing building. Timeline to
open the new school building in 2022
remains a realistic goal.

SCHOOL CALENDARS
The board approved school calendars for
2020-2021 and 2021-2022 school years. Dr.
Combs addressed the changes that were
made at the request of the Hamilton
Southeastern Education Association
(HSEA). The start date on the two
calendars is commensurate with our
current calendar, beginning the first
Wednesday of August. The HSEA requested
that January 4th (con't)...

be used for Jr. High and High School
teacher professional development.
January 5th would be a workday for all
teachers with students returning on
January 6th. A flex day was added on
Friday, March 19th. Flex days will be used
if e-learning days exceed two days. Monday
early release days were also removed with
the goal to find a more workable solution
for teachers to collaborate. The Mondays
may have to Williams
be reinserted if a solution is
Lippe
not found but it is the corporation’s desire
to move away from 20-minute early
release.

SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
Dr. Combs confirmed that HSE School
administrators are beginning to discuss
start times and the possibility of flipping
grade-level start times. HSE schools have
the longest school day of all schools in
Hamilton County. The district is in the very
early stages of these discussions. Combs
mentioned meetings with the HSEA as well
as with the community prior to a final
decision. Dr. Combs and HSE
administrators hope to make a decision by
the end of the first semester. Combs also
mentioned that ILEARN results are still
embargoed until September 4th and the
Solar Array "Flip the Switch" event was a
success.

